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Abstract

The vapor phase fractional polarizations of positive muons therma-

llzlng as the muoniun atom (PM) and in dlamagnetic environments (Pp)

has been measured in H20, CH3OH, C 6H 1 M C6Hi2, CCt^, CHC*3, CH2C*2 and

TMS, in order to compare with the corresponding fractions measured in

the condensed phases• There Is a marked contrast in every case, with

the vapor phase results being largely understandable in terms of a

charge exchange/hot atom model. Unlike the situation in the correspond-

ing liquids, there Is no permanent lost fraction in the vapor phase in

the limit of even moderately high pressures (~1 atm); at lower

pressures, depolarization is due to hyperflne mixing and is believed to

be well understood. For vapor phase CU3OH, CgH^, C6Hi2» a n d ™ S t n e

relative fractions are found to be pressure dependent, suggesting the

importance of termolecular hot atom (or Ion) reactions In the elowing-

down process. For vapor phase H20 and the chloromethanes, the relative

fractions are pressure independent. For CCl^, PM « PD ~ 0.5 in the

vapor phase vs. PQ - 1.0 in the liquid phase; fast thermal reactions of

Mu likely contribute significantly to this difference in the liquid

phase. For HjO, Py ~ 0.9 and Pj> ~ 0.1 in the vapor phase vs. PQ ~ 0.6

and PJJ ~ 0.2 in the liquid phase. Water appears to be the one unequiv-

ocal case where the basic charge exchange/hot atom model is inappropri-

ate in the condensed phase, suggesting, therefore, that radiation-

induced "spur" effects play a major role.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite Che long history of MSR, dating essentially from the

discovery of parity violation in 1957, there is still no consensus as

to the mechanism(s) of M+ thermalization and muonlum (Mu) formation in

matter, particularly in condensed media {1-3].

It is generally accepted though that in the gas phase Mu formation

is the result of SUCR charge exchange processes 14—71. in analogy with

similar concepts well established in proton charge exchange studies

[8]. Incident muons have energies (~3 MeV in the case of surface

beams) far greater than those of atomic interest, losing most of this

energy in Bethe-Bloch ionization of the medium. At ~3S fceV the u+

velocity is comparable to those of the "valence" electrons in the

medium and a series of about 80-100 charge exchange cycles with the

moderator (u+ + M y. . 1 Mu) ensues as the u+ thermalizes further to

-30 eV. At this point cyclic charge exchange ceases and the muon

emerges either as Mu or remains (likely) as a bare u+, depending on the

ionization potential of the medium• These species then thermalize to

kT energies (-0.03 eV at room temperature) via elastic and inelastic

scattering processes, where they are observed experimentally. It is

during this last stage of thermalization that any hot atom (or hot ion)

reactions are most likely.

Probably the single most important quantity determining the

fraction of incident muons that thermalize as observable muonium is the

lonization potential (I-P.) of the moderator, compared to the 13.6 eV

value of Mu itself. In He, for example, with an I.P. of 24.5 eV, no Mu

is seen whereas in Xe, with 12.1 eV, 1002 Mu formallzation is seen; Ar

represents an Intermediate case with an I.P. of 15.8 eV and a Mu

fraction of about 70% [7). All of the vapors reported on herein have

I.P.'s less than Mu and like Xe, in the absence of hot atom reactions,

100% Mu formation is expected. This expectation is a direct

consequence of the fact that muonium formation is an exothermic process

with large cross sections [8] even at thermal energies. As such, its

equilibrium formation is not directly determined by the cyclic charge

exchange regime.
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There 1B ouch less understanding as to the mechanism(s) of v+

therealization and Mu formation In condensed matter, typified by the

situation in liquid media. There are basically two schools of thought:

(1) the hot atom model [2,9-11], in which Mu is believed to form via an

eplthermal charge exchange process, as in the gas phase; subsequent

reactive collisions with the moderator (or added reactants) leading to

diamagnetic products, and (2) the spur model [12,13], in which Mu is

thought to form in a fast thermal reaction with "spur" electrons created

by the radiolysis of the medium as the u+ comes to rest, with other

products resulting from various intraspur reactions. Regardless of the

specific nature of these models, there are four experimental observabies

which require interpretation: the diamagnetic fraction, Pp, the

muonium fraction, PJJ» a fraction corresponding to the formation of

muonic radicals, PR, and a "missing" or lost polarization fraction,

P^ • 1-PQ-P|J-PR. Muonic radicals are invariably formed via addition

reactions to conjugated bond systems [14,15] and will not be considered

further in this paper, which deals solely with saturated molecules,

i.e., PL - 1-PD-PM.

The hot atom model, as noted above, provides a ready explanation

for PQ and had been the de-facto model, applied primarily in liquid

media, for many years, starting from some of the first Dubna experiments

in the early 60's [16] followed by the LBL work and early TRIUMF work

in the 70*s [9,17]. All of these studies relied on the "residual

polarization" technique [17] in which the measured amplitude of the

diamagnetic signal was interpreted in terms of unobserved Mu reactivity

(it is perhaps historically of some interest to note that the formation

of muonic radicals was first predicted by this method, long before their

actual observation). With the direct observation of Mu in (degassed)

water at SIN in 1976 [18], Mu reaction kinetics was placed on a much

sounder footing. It soon emerged that the so-called hot fractions

(denoted 'h') depended markedly on the concentration of added reactant,

a feature excluded (but not a-prlcri so) in the hot atom models; in

addition, attention was focused on an interpretation of the missing

fraction, believed then (and now) to be due to muonium spin exchange

with solvated electrons (in water) [19]. These considerations led to
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[12,13], modelled after a picture developed originally by Mogenson to

account for positronium (Ps) formation in condensed media [20]. It

should be noted in passing though that the positron is a poor analog

for the positive muon [11] and Ps, unlike Mu, can in no way be

considered as an isotope of hydrogen [7].

There are basically two distinct features of the spur model,

separated in time (if not In space); the formation of Mu and of diaaag-

netic products (PJJ and P Q ) , believed to occur on a 'ps' time scale

[13] and the missing fraction (PL), expected to happen on a 'ns' time

scale [19]. The hot atom model, on the other hand, makes no such

distinction.

In the gas phase, previous studies, primarily in the noble gases

[5-7], have shown that the missing fraction P̂ -K) is the limit of even

moderate pressures, a result confirmed also In the present work, as

discussed further below. A comparison [7] (reproduced below) of the

uSR results obtained for the noble gases with the corresponding values

seen in the condensed phases though [21] reveals marked differences in

the amounts of Mu formed, suggesting that radlolysis effects are impor-

tant In the formation process, leading in particular to depolarized

muonium in the liquified noble ganes. In these cases one does not

expect hot atom reactions to be relevant and hence it has been Important

to extend such studies to molecular vapors where such reactions can be

expected to take on more significance; Indeed sone evidence for this has

already emerged In the data for H2, CH^ and NH3 reported In ref. [7].

On the other hand, one has to be aware that hot ion reactions may also

play a role in the slowing-down process, as evidenced from recent TRIUMF

work on the formation and reactivity of the NeMu+ molecular ion [22].

A basic premise of the hot atom model in liquids is that the

liquid can be considered essentially as a dense gas. Insofar as two-

body reactions only are important, one would expect to see the relative

fractions for Pp and P^ to be independent of pressure in the gas phase

(as found in ref. [7]) and to yield essentially the same values in the

liquid phase, only the time scale being covpressed in the latter. The

spur model of Mu formation would provide then a clear distinction
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between the two environments. On the other hand, if termolecular (or

higher order) collisions are important, these fractions could be

pressure dependent in the gas phase, the liquid phase providing then a

natural (high pressure) limit for such processes. If so, there could

be narked differences seen in the relative diamagnetic fractions

between low pressure gases and condensed media, tending to obscure any

contribution fron spur effects in liquids. In this regard it is worth

while noting that some precedent is provided by studies in hot tritium

chemistry [23-25}. The triton is clearly a much better analog for the

muon than the positron is. It is usually the case that measured hot

tritium yields for abstraction reactions, particularly in hydrocarbons,

are the same in both gaseous and liquid media [24], but this is

generally not the case for substitution reactions [25]. This latter

result is attributed to the formation of highly vibrationally excited

products, giving rise to pressure-dependent yields in gases.

It is clearly important then to be able to directly compare the

fractions of muon polarization seen in gases and in condensed media, in

order to provide the data base necessary for a test of the predictions

of both the hot atom (ion) and spur models. This is the prime motiva-

tion for the present study [26] which presents, for the first time,

such a comparison in some molecular vapors: water (H20), methanol

(CH3OH), methylene chloride (CH2Ct2), chloroform (CHC43), carbon tetra-

chloride (CCt^), hexane (C6Hllf), cyclohexane (C6Hl2) and tetramethyl-

silane [Si(CH3)4 or TNS], all of which have been investigated in the

condensed phase [1,2,9,12,27,28]. A secondary motivation-MM to extend

our previous study of u+ charge exchange and Mu formation [7] to see if

the trends discussed in that paper, particularly with regard to the

missing fraction, could be extended to molecular gases with more

degrees of freedom.

2* RIPKPTHKWTATr RESULTS

The basic uSR technique applied to gas phase studies ha6 been

given in detail elsewhere [4-7] and will not be repeated here. Although

newly constructed, the apparatus used was essentially identical to the

one described in refs. [5] and [7], the only new feature being the
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addition of a second window to the target vessel to prevent condensa-

tion of hot vapors* The organic liquids used were "spectroscopic

grade", distilled over sodium or P2°5 with samples taken from the

middle third fraction. In fact, such a distillation procedure proved

to be unnecessary, neat samples yielding identical results. The water

used was distilled and demineralized. All samples were degassed to

remove dissolved 0 2 by at least three freeze-puiop-thaw cycles (addi-

tional cycles produced no change in results) and introduced into the

target vessel as vapors at temperatures (~160°C) well above their

normal boiling points. Experiments were conducted at two target pres-

sures for each sample, ranging from about 0.3 to 2.0 atm, depending

upon the stopping power of the sample.

Data were obtained primarily on the old M20 channel at TRIUMF

although some runs were also carried out at the F2 position of the M9 r

channel. The data were taken using two independent "Left" and "Right"

counter telescopes and were fit (with NINUIT) to the usual expression

for the MSR signal,
-X t

S(t) * AJJ COB ( y + <y + y ° cos (û t + *M) (I)

where AQ and A^ are the initial amplitudes of the observed diamag-

netic (in a 70 G field) and muonium (in an 8 G field) signals, respec-

tively, with corresponding Larmor frequencies and phases «>D,4n and

(o^,^, with Xo being the fitted relaxation of the Mu amplitude in each

pure moderator. Typical MSR spectra for H20 vapor at 1270 torr

pressure and CCt^ vapor at 250 torr pressure are shown in figs. 1 and

2, respectively. Note the large amplitude for Mu precession in both

cases; in liquid water, the Mu amplitude Is of order 0.03 while there

is a 100% dlamagnetic signal in liquid CCC^. The relatively much

faster relaxation rate noticeable in the case of CCJt,, is likely due to

a fast thermal relaxation, as discussed further below. Results

(obtained from the Left histogram) for both the high and low pressure

runs for each sample studied are given in table 1.

For the present gas phase experiments, a correction must be

applied to AQ due to the fact that some muons may scatter into the

walls of the aluminum target vessel where they contribute to the
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observed diamagnetic amplitude. A detailed discussion of this effect

and other possible corrections arising from the muon stopping distribu-

tion are given in refe. [5], [7] and [26]. As in those studies, the

wall signal correction, Ay, was obtained using an O2/N2 (air) mixture

at various pressures as the target gas. The total diamagnetic signal

observed in air comes only from onions stopped in the target vessel

walls, since 100% Mu formation is expected in the charge exchange

process and this will be totally depolarized in subsequent (eplthermal)

spin-exchange collisions with paramagnetic 0 2 [29]. As shown in fig. 3,

the magnitude of this wall correction sharply decreases as a function

of target pressure (given as total electron density, PZe, where P is

the pressure and Ze is the total number of electrons per molecule), and

is relatively unimportant in air at pressures slightly above one

atmosphere (2.5xlO20 e~cm"3). The wall signal for the various vapor

targets was taken from this air correction curve at the equivalent

total electron charge density. This admittedly introduces some

uncertainty, particularly at the lower densities (estimated to be about

102). The wall corrections determined in this way are also given in

table 1.

The quantities of Interest in the present context are not the

experimental amplitudes of table 1 but the polarizations corresponding

to these values* The absolute ensemble polarizations Pn and PJJ are

obtained by the normalizations

AD
pD - A

"max

2AM
7 .
"max

(2)

where Ag,ax (also corrected for wall stops) has been determined from an

At plate placed in the center of our gas target. Here AQ is defined

by AD (obs.) - Ay, both values given in table 1. The factor of two

in PM accounts for the loss of "singlet" ouonium. Pure N2 and Ar

serve as secondary normalizations since the polarization of stopping

muons in these gases has been measured previously [5,7]. Values are

given in table 2 as an average of the amplitudes for both the Left

table 1) and Right histograms; the lost fraction P, • 1~P
M~

F
D t
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given. Note the strong pressure dependence In all of these entries, In

particular, P̂ -H) at only moderately high pressures, which we discuss

further below.

Since polarizations in the gas phase are strongly pressure

dependent, unlike the situation in the condensed phase, the relative

fractions defined by

pD PM

are of interest; these are also given in table 2. Note that in hexane,

c-hexane, IMS and to a lesser extent in methanol, these relative frac-

tions appear to be pressure dependent, although the Halted pressure

range studied must be kept in mind. For the purposes of the later

discussion, table 3 compares the relative fractions reported earlier

for the noble gases [7] with similar values seen in the corresponding

condensed phases [21] and table 4 makes a similar comparison of the

present results with those reported in the condensed phases [1,2,12,

27,28]. For reference, the I.F. of these gases are also given, as well

as, in table 3, the fraction of fjj of neutral H atom* expected from

proton charge exchange data; these should be compared with the values

for %(fM^- I n ref* [?]» a B noted above, the relative fractions were

found to be pressure independent and these can then be compared direct-

ly with the polarizations reported in ref. [21]. For simplicity, the

same notation can be used for both. Consistent with the definitions in

eq. (3) a pressure-independent missing fraction in gases (f^) is taken

to be zero, further justification for which is given below. In table 4,

it is the highest pressure values of the relative fractions given for

hexane, c-hexane, TMS and methanol in table 2 which are compared with

the corresponding condensed phase results, whereas for the other

(pressure-independent) entries, average values are used. As in table 3,

the fractional f's in the vapor phase can be compared with the P'» in

the condensed phase. It may be though that further studies will reveal

a continued increase in fjj with increased pressure (with a correspond-

ing decrease in f^), so that the present comparison should be regarded

as a preliminary one. It is to be anticipated that at some prr.ssure
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there will be no further changes, corresponding to the limit of psuedo-

2nd order kinetics; this would then be the correct limit for comparison

with liquid phase results. Again, the (pressure independent) lost

fraction in the vapor phase (ft,) is taken to be zero.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1 The Biasing fraction

As can be seen from table 2, P^ in all vapors is strongly pressure

dependent, as found earlier in ref. [7]. This is a consequence of the

(additional) loss of polarization encountered by the muon during its

charge exchange regime. The crucial parameter here is the time between

collisions vs. l/v0 - 0.22 ns, where v0 is the mixing frequency between

|F»1M-O> and |F-0M-0> eigenstates of the y+-e~ hyperfine interaction.

When this time is comparable to l/v0, appreciable loss of u
+ polariza-

tion can occur. Since the collision time is inversely proportional to

the total pressure, one rapidly approaches a limit where P̂ -K) at

moderate pressures of near only one atmosphere. Hence, unlike the

situation in condensed phase studies [10-13,27,28], there is no truly

missing fraction of polarization in gases (f^ « 0).

This feature can be understood in a qualitative way by an Integral

over early times (~0.2 ns) of the expression for the polar I/:.it Ion of

the u+ in "singlet" •uonium, yielding for the residual polarization at

some time "tc" at the end of the charge exchange regime (tc*t2-tx,

in the notation of Ref. 7),

sin out,.

where u0 - 2 w 0 - 2.8*10
lOrad s"1. Note, in the high, pressure Unit

where tc-K), P(tc)+1 and hence the missing fraction Pi,-*0; parenthetical-

ly, this would always be the case in condensed media. Fig. 4 presents

a "fit" of eq. (4) to the data of table 2 as a function of valence

electron density (here Ze is the number of electrons per molecule

outside noble gas cores), since this is likely a better parameter for

describing the charge exchange process than is the total charge density

[7]. It is further assumed that the stopping power per valence electron
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Is the same for all vapors. Although an overly simplified model, the

trend In the data, which is admittedly widely scattered at low densi-

ties, is at least qualitatively reproduced, showing In particular the

expected asymptote at high charge densities. Much more sophisticated

calculations based on Boltzmann collision operators quantitatively

account for similar pressure-dependent results seen in Ar gas (31}, and

are expected to reproduce the trend evident in fig. 4 for molecular

vapors.

The data displayed in fig. A are reproduced in table 5, arranged

in order of Increasing valence electron density for molecules of simi-

lar chemical nature. The last column gives the neutralization time

'tn' in the charge exchange regime, which can be calculated from

eq> (4), as described in ref. [7]. It would be interesting to have a

more correct calculation of these times (e.g. from ref. (31)) since

they are not available from (proton) charge exchange studies; the

greatest losses of polarization naturally correspond to the longest

times. Again, as in ref. [7], the dominant parameter does appear to be

the valence electron density - large values of PZe giving rise to large

polarizations (small F^'s) and hence short times. It is interesting to

note in this regard that CCt^ seems anomolously low and, moreover,

there seems to be a definite trend in the chlorinated methanes (that

for CHjCt is also shown) with increasing number of hydrogen atoas,

suggesting that it is the C-H vibrations in all of the molecules repre-

sented (or 0-H in Hjtn that play a dominant role in the (inelastic)

thermalization process of the auon. For N2, rotational degrees of

freedom are probably the most important, contributing also to the

relatively large polarization seen for H 2 (H2, in fact, exhibits the

highest ratio of polarization to charge density of all the gases we

have studied here (table 5, ref. [7]). The role played by elastic

scattering in these cases is unknown, but is expected to be comparable

in molecules of similar size and mass* Theoretical calculations are

required though to confirm these hypotheses, along the lines of those

carried out for proton-molecule collisions (32].

The following discussion will concentrate prlaarify on the relative ,)

fractions fD and f^ of tables 2, 3 and 4, assuming that fL - 0 in :§
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gases. This follows from the hypothesis that the u+ and its Mu atom go

through essentially the same number of charge exchange cycles and hence

the relative fractions fn and fjj, insofar as they are determined by

the charge exchange regime, should be independent of pressure. Stated

another way, fn and fjj can be identified with the ratios of charge

exchange cross sections [8] and as such should be pressure independent.

The dependence noted above then of fn on pressure is thought to be a

manifestation of (termolecular) hot atom or hot ion reactions after the

charge exchange regime.

This assumption has recently been called into question though,

where differing reaction rates for Mu formation followed by electron

1OB8 may in fact yield pressure dependent f's, particularly at low

pressures [31]. Indeed, there is a hint of such an effect in the Ne

and Ar data of ref. [7] and particularly in the lower pressure Ar data

of ref. [6] (corresponding to PZe~0.5); of course, the possibility of

hot atom (chemical) reactions is excluded in these cases. Further

experiments, most importantly at low pressures (or, with PZe < 1, much

lower than the values in table 5) are required to confirm this theoret-

ical prediction. It will be important in such experiments to be able

to minimize wall corrections to (well) below the IX level. We are

currently constructing a target vessel to do this (~50 cm diameter; we

hope also to take advantage of the smaller spot size and better

momentum bite of the new H20 channel at TRIUMF.

3.2 The charge exchange/hot atom model

As noted in the Introduction, 1002 Mu formation is expected in all

of the vapors under discussion here. This is because, following the

charge exchange regime where both u+ and Mu species are likely (at

.£30 eV), there Is no further cyclic charge exchange (hence Mu is stable)

but the u+ can still form Mu in subsequent (epithermal) collisions as

it continues to thermallze in the gas. In every case in table 2

though, fM < 1002; on average, ~60Z, with the exception of CCl,, (~50Z).

To date, in fact, only In the cases of Xe and Kr has 1002 Mu formation

actually been observed in the gas phase (table 3), both cases for which

hot atom reactions are not possible (Kr is 0.4 eV endothermic for Mu
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formation, which consequently must be an eplthermai process).

Moreover, the noble gas results given In table 3 for i^ are In good

overall agreement with the fy values expected from proton charge ex-

change. The fact that fj\ < 1002 In every case in table 2 for

molecular gases then Is an immediate indication that hot Mu reactions

do happen in such gases, as concluded also in our earlier study [7].

In analogy with hot tritium chemistry [23-25], there are a large

number of reaction channels possible in a hot atom reaction,

exemplified for the case of water by the scheme

Mu + OH (abstraction) (5a)

Mu* + H20 MuOH + H (substitution) (5b)

MuO + H + H (fragmentation) (5c)

Excitation functions in hot T chemistry are thought to peak at energies

<10 eV [33] and fragmentation reactions of the type represented by

eq. (5c) are generally of less importance. It seems reasonable to ex-

pect the same general behaviour for muonium as well, with cross sections

likely peaking at even lower energies than ie the case for tritium.

Moreover, the fact that Pi, + 0 at even moderate pressures suggests

that fragmentation reactions (forming in the case of (5c) a free radi-

cal product) are also less important than In the case of hot tritiua.

Regardless of the specific nature of the possible reaction channels, it

is clear from the data in table 2 that, at least at relatively low

pressures, hot atom Mu* cross sections are small* Moreover, with the

possible exception of CCl^, there appears to be relatively little

chemical specificity. For a given pressure, these values In table 2

represent en upper limit of possible hot atom reactivity, since any hot

ion reactions (discussed below) would also contribute to ihe observed

diamagnetlc signal.

Such relatively small cross sections for Mu* reactions are not

unexpected though. In an "inertial model" »23]f the light mass Mu atom

is Just not able to effect a sufficiently large taoaentum transfer

during the brief time available to it in a collision, giving rise then

to small cross sections (aq~ |qR |
2, where q is the aoaentum transfer and
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R is the interaction r&dius). Hence we expect much larger "yields" in

T* chemistry than in Mu* chemistry, an expectation consistent with the

data presented in table 6 comparing some gas phase hot tritium yields

with the (high pressure) fj) values of table 2. Some caution must be

exercised in interpreting those results though since the determination

of absolute hot T yields is not straight forward (relative yields are

invariably quoted) and, moreover, the technique is not always sensitive

to all of the products that may be found (eg., TCI from the chlorinated

methanes, which are therefore not given in table 6). Also, hot atom

yields are always weighted by the total elastic cross section

Integrated over a given energy interval [23] and it is not clear that

these can be directly compared with the fn values measured in Mu

cheaiBtry; nevertheless they should be proportional in some way.

Indeed, that hot Mu should generally give much less yield than hot T is

consistent with trajectory calculations of both a classical nature in-

volving phenomenological interactions [34] and a quasiclassical nature

on LEPS type potential surfaces [35]; near the thermal energy regime,

Mu reactivity is dominated by quantum tunneling [35] but at higher

(eplthermal) energies, Mu reactivity becomes much less than that for H

(which is less again than T) [34,35]. To date though there has been no

specific calculations of expected yields in hot atom Mu reactions*

Such calculations, along the lines of those presented in ref. [36]

(but with realistic dynamics), would be of interest in view of the

apparently large isotope effects in table 6.

What is expected to be the situation in the liquid (or solid)

phase compared to the gas phase? If hot atom reactions are predomi-

nantly bimolecular collisions, then changing between the gas and liquid

phases should make no difference and one would expect the same diamag-

netlc yields in both. This is clearly not the case (table 4). If only

bimolecular reactions are important, the marked differences seen in the
fD (po) values of table 4 cannot be explained then by hot atom chemis-

try and other explanations must be sought; in particular, the

possibility that spur effects play a major role in condensed phases.
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However, truly blmolecular collisions contributing to ip would

result in no pressure dependence for these values, which although found

to be the case for HjD and the chlorinated methanes, is not true for

hexane, c-hexane, TMS and, to a lesser extent, methanol. The pressure

dependences found for fp in these latter cases suggests that

termolecular processes are important, in which case a (dubious) extrap-

olation to the high pressure limit represented by a liquid could well

mean that the much larger diamagnetic signals seen in the condensed

phase are indeed the results of hot atom reactions. While the actual

mechanlsm(s) for possible hot atom termolecular reactions are not

clear, there are several possibilities. Although reactions typified by

(5) do not a-priori require a third body, it nay be that the formation

of an intermediate complex of relatively long lifetime in the entrance

channel facilitates reaction in a given exit channel (particularly for

highly exothermic reactions, which is, in fact, not the case for

water). More likely, the products themselves could be left in highly

excited unstable vibrational states, a situation which, as noted

already, is believed to happen in certain types of substitution reac-

tions in hot T chemistry, where pressure-dependent hot tritium yields 1

are indeed observed [25].

Further studies are definitely required though, at both higher and

lower pressures, to confirm the trends apparent in table A for CgHll4,

C gH l 2 ?MS and CH3OU. For water, however, we can state at this time

that the large values seen for PQ in the liquid phase is very likely

not due to hot atom reactions, lending credence to the (still

contentious?) claim of Percival et al. [12,13] that it is due to spur

processes. Of the chlorinated methanes, the liquid phase data for if

CH2Cl2 and CHCtj was obtained some years ago [2,9] and should probably

be repeated before definite comparisons with the present vapor phase

data are made. In the case of CCl^, it is our feeling that the result

Pu » 1.0 in the liquid phase Is largely due to a fast thermal

reaction, as discussed further below.

3.3 Muon molecular ions/hot ion reactions •

In general, in a uSR experiment, there can be three contributions j

to the measured diamagnetic signal AQ (excluding walls): "bare" |i+, %
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tnuon molecular Ions and muons bound as dlamagnetlc muonium in a

neutral chemical bond. That bare muons should survive to thermal

energies in any medium (even He) is regarded as extremely unlikely and

will not be considered further, leaving muon molecular ions (e.g.,

MuH2O
+) and neutral diamagnetic molecules (e.g. MuOH) as the only viable

possibilities* In principle, these environments could be distinguished

by very precise measurements of the tiSR frequency relative to the ex-

ternal field, but such chemical shifts are expected to be at the ~10 ppm

level [37], well beyond the sensitivity of most uSR experiments.

Current work at TRIUMF has established the existence of the molecular

ions HeMu+ [5] and NeMu+ [5,22] and it Is no doubt true that ArMu+ is

formed as well (in the rare gases, neutral molecular species are not

bound). We believe these species as observed are actually in excited

vibratlonal states, [NeMu+]*. The rovibrational level densities of

both [HeMu+]* and [NeMu+]* have been predicted theoretically [38]; these

are about an order of magnitude less than those of their protonic

cousins (HeH+) Is particularly well known [39]), providing yet another

example of the isotoplc sensitivity provided by the positive muon [35,

40].

While the diamagnetic environments seen by the muon in the present

study are not known, it is reasonable to consider that muon molecular

ions could be of some importance. If so, it raises the question of

just how they might fora and in particular what bearing this might have

on the pressure dependences referred to above. There are two broad

possiblities, exemplified again in the case of water by

H20
u+ + H^O * [H^OMu+J* — • [H20Mu

+]* + hv (6a)

Mu + HjO • [HgOMu+J* + e" •». [H^u+J* + hv . (6b)

It is likely that hot ion reactions of the type represented by (6a)

require a third body, particularly at relatively low pressures,

although this would depend on the number of degrees of freedom and

hence the lifetime of the product state formed. In fact, ion-aolecule

reactions Involving protonated water (and other) molecules have been
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studied for many years In the gas phase and are known to be termolecu-

lar near thermal energies, but typically at pressures <10 torr [41].

Certainly any such termolecular encounters are only likely to have

appreciable probabilities at relatively low energies, well after the

charge exchange regime, consistent with recent studies of low energy H+

collisions on He [42] and on small molecules [32]. If reactions like

(6a) are important in producing molecular ions, then one could indeed

expect the relative amplitudes fj) to be pressure dependent, although

perhaps at much lower pressures (~10 torr) than we have run. In

particular for the case of water, we find no such dependence at

pressures of order 1 atm, suggesting that any termolecular ion-aolecule

reactions must have long since reached a (psuedo) second-order pressure

limit. This may in fact be the case for all of the vapors we have

studied, which again could only be confirmed by further studies over a

wider pressure range.

While reaction (6a) likely does require a 3rd body, reaction (6b)

does not, although this could also depend on the lifetime of the

excited vibrational state formed. It can be regarded as a type of hot

atom reaction, leading however to a molecular ion product. Such

reactions are likely to occur at higher initial energies than those

previously discussed though, simply because of the energetics of the

process. In fact, it is likely a sequential reaction Initiated by an

energetic Mu atom (~15 eV) which electronically excites the water (or

other) molecule, leaving a low energy Mu atom (~2 eV) to effect the

capture process; otherwise, one needs to have Mu* with an energy > the

ground state I.P. of the H20 molecule (12.6 eV), which means the nuon

is moving too fast to be effectively captured.

Again the question of interest is the role played by the denser

medium in such processes as one passes from the gas to the liquid (and

solid). If we are already at a limit with the high pressure values of

table 2, then extending this to the liquid phase can be expected to

effect no change, further raising the possibility that spur processes

are important in condensed media.
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It is worth remembering though that for all of the moderators

under discussion here the ionization potentials are less than that of

muonium Itself and hence molecular ion formation may well compete with

Mu formation right down to thermal energies. As such, the moderating

efficiency of the medium may play a crucial role, altering the relative

probabilities of reactions like (6a) and (6b) with the result that,

e.g., H2OMu
+ formation could be much more likely in the condensed phase

than in the gas phase. Water, itself, for example, is expected to have

low density "patches" in the liquid phase [43]. Such energy-loss

processes can also be expected to exhibit the opposite effect, explain-

ing perhaps the fact that there appears to be much more Mu found in

liquid phase Ar than in the gas phase (table 3). Similar suggestions

have been made some years ago in. the case of solid water whichshould

perhaps be reconsidered in view of the results in ref. [43] [2].

Regardless of their possible impact on the interpretation of uSR

results in condensed phases, it would be nice to be able to distinguish

possible hot ion from hot atom reactions in the gas phase. This is not

easily done because both contribute to early reaction events during the

slowing down process. It may be possible, however, to distinguish

these upon the addition of 02. As is the case with the wall signals

previously discussed (fig. 3), paramagnetic 0 2 causes rapid spin

exchange [29]t depolarizing the u
+, and thus leading to zero residual

polarization (recall the high pressure asymptote in fig. 3). Thus, if

following the charge exchange regime hot Mu atom reactions are primari-

ly responsible for fp, then this signal should markedly decrease upon

the addition of 02; on the other hand, if hot ion reactions are

responsible, then there should be little or no change. Some preliminary

results are shown in figs. 5 and 6 for PQ in TMS and CCl^, respec-

tively, upon the addition of 02> The curves shown arc fits to a simple

model based on epithermal spin exchange of muonium. There are clearly

marked differences in the responses in these two cases, consistent with

the picture described above; i.e., Mu is the dominant precursor in CCl4

(fig. 6) but the u+ itself (possibly already bound in a molecular ion)

appears to be in the case of TMS (fig. 5). It should be noted that the

values of Pp at the limits of high 0 2 partial pressure are very
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different from those in fig. 3; i.e., such asymptotes are not due to

wall effects* We have no "chemical" explanation as to the reasons for

the differing results in figs. 5 and 6 and further work, is necessary

before definite conclusions can be reached.

3.3 Spur effects

The spur model (here we use "spur" in a generic sense, encompass-

ing "expanding track" [11] and/or any other related processes) starts

from a radically different point of view than the hot atom/ion models

discussed above. It holds that muonlum is formed as a result of a u+-

e~ recombination process, with diamagnetic products resulting from

various intraspur combinations, (e.g., Mu + OH +MuOH). In its

original formulation [12] the time scale for these processes was not

well specified, but more recently it is asserted that they occur in a

very short interval, of order 1 ps or less [13]; if Mu formation does

actually occur prior to solvation, as stated therein, then one does

indeed wonder if there can be any clear cut distinction made at all

between "hot" and "spur" processes [11]* In either event, if one pro-

cess dominates, it is likely that the other also contributes, since it

is unlikely that uSR data would be able to unequivocally discriminate

between the two. An additional feature, noted already, is the ~1 ns

time scale for the missing fraction (P^) in liquids, thought to be due :

to 6pin exchange of Mu with solvated electrons [19]. This conclusion •

seems very reasonable to us in view of the liklihood that radiolysls

effects can be ignored in gases at ~1 atm pressure (mean free paths are

-1000 A) supported by the fact that P̂ -K) at moderate pressures of this •

order. As noted already, it may be true that the large missing

fractions seen in liquified noble gases [21] are also due to ("dry"?) :J

electron spin exchange, whether due to geminate spurs or an "expanding

track" effect, as discussed in ref. [11]. In solids, there is

generally a smaller missing fraction seen than In the liquid phase

(tables 3 and 4), which has been interpreted, particularly in the case

of water [12,13], as being due to electron trapping. See, however, t

ref. [11]. Moreover, there appears to be marked temperature depen- :

dences seen in both VQ and P^ in solid hydrocarbons, [28] (table 4), |

reminiscent of similar behaviour seen in ice [12], which are also ||

suggestive of the importance of spur processes.
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We conclude that, despite (or perhaps because of) the early (and

continuing) criticisms levelled against it [10,11], the spur model has

evolved into a largely acceptable framework within which a lot of

(confusing) experimental results in condensed phases can be reasonably

well understood [11-13,19,21,27,28]. The vapor phase results discussed

herein fall also within this framework; neither the hot atom nor hot

ion model provides an overall acceptable interpretation of the large

differences seen in fj) (Pp) between the gas and condensed phases. In

particular, for water and the chlorinated methanes, notably C C ^ (dis-

cussed further below), no pressure dependence has been observed and the

results are very different from those seen in condensed phases (table 4)

suggesting either that the condensed phase plays a very different role

in the slowing down process, or that spur and/or track effects are

indeed of considerable Importance in determining the ultimate fate of

the muon. In this regard, the chlorinated methanes themselves are an

interesting case study; athough CC*4 is not particularly more effici-

ent than say CHC*3 as an intraspur electron scavenger [11], recent

studies show that it exhibits thermal attachment rates orders of magni-

tude faster than either CHC13 or CH2Ct2 [44]. The highest pressure

values of fj), for hexane, c-hexane, TMS and methanol are likewise very

different from those seen In the corresponding liquids (table 4)

suggesting again the importance of spur processes In condensed media.

3.4 Thermal muonlum reactivity

Of the data set In table 4, CCt^ appears anomalous in that it has

an unusually large fj) (P]>) in the gas phase (0.5) and an unusually

Bmall Pft in the liquid phase (0.0). Fig. 1 and particularly fig. 2

clearly show significant relaxation in the paramagnetic (muonlum)

signals, in contrast to the diamagnetic signals-which have relaxation

rates of <0.1 Ms"1. The corresponding Xo values for all cases have

been given in table 1. With the exception of CC«M, these relaxations

are believed to be dominated by magnetic field inhomogenlty over the

extended stopping volume of the Mu ensemble (~5t), rather than by

chemical reaction of thermal Mu. This was determined by comparison

with Mu relaxations in pure N 2 at stopping pressures equivalent to the
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various vapor targets and by comparing the fitted values of the field

with the known value of B e x t a (e.g., CgHl2 shows a large difference but

CC44 does not). Separate measurements have shown that the chemical

lifetime of Mu in one atmosphere of Nj is at least 10 us. At TR1UMF we

are presently commissioning an apparatus designed to provide a magnetic

field homogenlty 100 times better than the present one over a 10 1

volume.

Recent studies with this new apparatus definitely show that the

relaxation of Mu In CCt^ is not an experimental artifact but is

indicative of a moderately fast thermal chemical reaction of Mu with

CC*^. This reaction appears to have a significant cross section

extending from thermal energies into the epithermal regime. Thus the

larger fp observed in the gas phase may be expected. The relaxation

for Mu + CCt^ data in table 1 can be fit, assuming the Xo value for N2

at zero C C ^ concentration, giving k-(2.5±0.5)*108£ M" 1s"1 for the

thermal bioolecular rate constant in the gas phase. This value is con-

sistent with that reported for CCt^ in liquid aethanol [15] and corre-

sponds to a chemical lifetime of <1 ns in pure liquid CCt^. This

thermal reaction of Mu will be sufficiently fast to contribute signifi-

cantly to the residual muon polarization in liquid CCi,,, an effect

which will depend though on magnetic field [2,9,12,17]. In general,

one expects moderators having significant thermal chemical reactivity

with Mu to give rise to anomalously large Pp in all phases.

4. CONCLUDING KEHARKS

There is, unfortunately, no clearcut picture that has as yet

emerged from the present study of Mu formation In vapors which can be

used to make a definite general statement on the importance in con-

densed media of spur or hot atom reactions, as the case may be. In the

vapor phase, where most muons therualize as muonium (fjj ~ 0.8), the

basic (proton) charge exchange/hot atom (ion) picture seems substan-

tially correct; i.e. 100% Mu formation is expected at epithermal

(~20 eV) energies which is reduced by about a 20Z probability due to hot

atom reactions (fj) ~ 0.2) during the final stages of theraalization.

The one exception to this picture Is CCt,,, where there appears to be
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larger hot atom cross sections extending right down to thermal ener-

gies. The importance of molecular ion formation in vapors has not been

established in these studies but evidence from other work in rare gases

[22] suggests that it could be of some significance but again at the

-20% level, at most.

The relative fractions fn and fM measured in the vapor phase are

found to be pressure dependent in the cases of methanol, hexane,

c-hexane and IMS, changing by about a factor of two for a similar change

in pressure, in the range of ~0.5 a tin. This is in contrast to the

situation in HjO and the chloromethanes where the relative fractions

are pressure independent, in agreement with our earlier study on both

(small) molecule and noble gases [7]. The reason(s) for the pressure

dependence reported herein Is not clear but suggests the importance of

teraolecular hot atom (ion) processes during the final stages of the

slowing-down processes of the positive muon. Further work over a wider

range of pressure is required to confirm the present trends; if so

confirmed, then a clear mechanism for the large diamagnetic signals

seen in the corresponding condensed phases [12,27] would be established,

not requiring any notion of a radiation spur process. On the other

hand, It nay transpire upon further study that present yields already

represent a high pressure Halt, In which case there would remain

considerable differences in diamagnetic fractions seen between the

vapor and condensed phases, strongly supporting the contention that

spur effects play a significant role in the latter.

For both CCt^ and HjO, the relative fractions are pressure inde-

pendent. As such, one would expect on the basis of the charge exchange/

hot atom (two body) model the same fractions for PQ (and P^) in both

the gaseous and condensed phases, In clear contrast to the results.

For OCC^ the reason for the 1002 diamagnetic signal seen In liquids is

not clear but a large contribution can be expected from a fast thermal

Mu reaction rate which, in addition to any hot atom yield, likely gives

rise to a maximum residual polarization of the muon. The rate reported

herein In pure moderator is not that well established though and should

be confirmed by the usual "dilution" technique in a proper study of the

kinetics•
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In the final analysis we are left then with water as being the one

unequivocal case. As a medium, water has been more thoroughly studied

than any other, with the result that the dramatic differences seen

between the vapor and condensed phases in PQ, P^ and P^ (table 4) are

now firmly established. One can conclude, therefore, that the radioly-

sis-spur effects model of muonium and dianagnetic union formation in

water [12,13] is likely substantially correct, despite the objections

that have been raised against it [10,11].
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TABLE 1. Experimental Results a' from ySR Studies in Vapors

Vapor

Ar

N2

H20

CH3OH

<*»!>

C6H l2

CH2Ci2

CUCI3

cct.

Pressure
(torr)

915

915

740
1080
1275

710
1170

225
430

175
410

225
450

255
510

145
310

125
250

0.35

0.90

0.50
0.84
1.2

0.84
0.76

0.80
0.65

1.5
3.4

1.1
2.9

0.95
2.2

1.1
2.0

1.9
3.6

AD(obs)c)

11.640.3

8.740.2

6.3*0.2
4.7*0.2
7.3±0.3

8.640.3
7.8t0.4

10.1+0.3
10.840.4

10.610.2
9.7±0.3

8.740.3
8.940.3

10.3±0.2
7.5+0.3

12.7+0.2
9.740.3

15.740.2
13.340.3

V"

2.0

4.4

5.2
1.5
4.5

4.5
1.0

6.5
1.0

7.0
1.0

4.7
2.2

6.1
1.1

8.5
1.9

10.6
2.0

9.

4 .

1.
3.
2.

4.
6.

3.
9.

3.
8.

3.
7.

4.
6.

4 .
7.

5 .
1 1 .

V>

640.4

3*0.5

140.4
2+0.4
8*0.5

140.5
8+0.5

6*0.5
8+0.5

6*0.3
7*0.4

040.5
740.5

240.4
4 ±0.6

2 to.5
840.6

140.6
340.4

11.7*0.3

16.0*0.3

8.1*0.3
10.8*0.3
14.640.3

13.940.3
14.140.4

13.3+0.3
13.040.3

10.940.4
12.240.7

11.8+0.3
14.040.6

9.5*0.3
12.940.6

5.440.3
9.640.5

2.640.3
5.540.5

a' Representative results from the Left histograms only; those from the Right
histogram were similar in every case.

b ) All with ±102 errors, from MINUIT fits.

c' MINUIT result (eq. 1) for the observed dlamagnetic signal, in percent.

d) From the wall correction curve of fig. 3 at the appropriate total charge
density (FZe), in percent.

e' Ajj»Ap(ob8) - Ay, in percent* The overall error includes also an error
from the wall correction.

' MINUIT result (eq. 1) for the observed Mu precession signal, in percent.
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TABLE 2: Muon Polarizations and Relative Fractions in Vapors*)

Vapor

Ar

N2

H20

CH3OH

C 6 H i 2

S,<OH3>

CHCJI3

cct,

Pressure
(torr)

915

915

740
1080
1275

710
1170

225
430

175
410

225
450

255
510

145
310

125
250

PDb )

25.2 41

12.541

3.6+1
10.541
7.4 41

16.741

12.641
24.741

10.841
22.141

9.341
19.041

12.541
15.241

13.641
18.441

17.541
30.041

.6

. 0

.1

.1

.3

.4

.2

.5

.4

.2

.3

.4

.3

.2

.5

.5

.6

.9

.2

P b)

63.541.2

88.842.1

47.041.7
57.141.8
81.542.2

79.342.1
78.942.4

78.242.1
72.041.7

63.542.5
66.943.1

73.542.1
77.2±2.9

59.241.9
70.042.8

38.1+2.1
55.042.5

18.542.8
26.542.5

11.342.0

-1 .342.3

49.342.0
32.442.1
11.142.6

9.242.5
4.542.7

9.2+2.6
3.342,2

25.742.8
11.043.4

17.242.5
3.843.2

28.3+2.3
14.843.2

48.242.6
26.543.0

64.1+3.3
43.542.8

f c>

2842

12 41

742
1643
841

1341
17 42

1442
2542

1441
2542

1142
2042

17 42
1842

2643
2542

4944
5343

7242

8841

9342
8443
9241

8741
8342

8642
7542

8641
7542

8942
8042

8342
8242

7443
7542

5144
4743

a) Weighted average results of both the Left (table 1) and Right
histograms.

b) Absolute polarizations, as defined in the text (eq. 2).

c' Relative fractions, as defined in the text (eq. 3).
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TABLE 3. Comparison of Muon Fractions in Noble Gases with
those in Condensed Media

Target I.P. (eV) Medium PL<fL>

He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

24.5

21.6

15.8

14.0

12.1

8 a )

g

8

g
i
8

g
I
8

100+1
£90

93 ±5

26+4
2±1

0+5
7+1

0+4
3±1
5 ±3

0+1

7+5

74+4
97+30
91+9

100+5
57+10

100+10

100+4
43+9
79+25

0

0

0
3+29
8 ±9

0
36il0
0±10

0
54+10
16 ±28

~20

-85

100

100

a' Gas phase data in every case from Fleming et al., ref. [7]. The
(pressure independent) relative fractions f are here denoted P, to be
consistent with the notation used in condensed phases.

b) From Crane et al., ref. [30]. More recent results from TRIUMF (Exp. 185,
G. Gldal and C. Oram, private conaunication) suggest there is about 15Z Mu
formation in liquid He.

c' Condensed phase results not available.

d) Ar, Kr and Xe condensed phase data from Klefl et al., ref. [21].

e' Neutral H atom (Mu) fraction expected from proton charge exchange.
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TABLE 4. Comparison of Muon Fractions in Molecular Vapors*)
with those in Condensed Mediab)

Target I.P. (eV) Medium P D(f D)
a ) PM(fM)fl) PL(£L>

H20

CH3OH

C6H12

CH2Ct2

CHC13

cci.

12.6

10.8

10.2

9 . 8

9.9

11.4

11.4

11.5

g
I

B

g
1

g
I
8

g
I
8

g
I

g
1

g
A

g
t

10+3
62+2
4842

1742
62 ±2

25+2
6343
4543C>

2542

20+2
5343

1842

2542
-85 e>

5143
100

9043
2042
5042

8342
2342

7542
1843
1843

7542

8042
2143

82+2

75 ±2

49+3
0

0
18+3
2+3

0
15+3

0
1944
37+4

0
1844
4744

0
2644

0

0

0
0

a* Taken from table 2, this paper. For H20 and the chloroaethanes,
pressure averaged fractions are used; for other entries in the table, the
highest pressure values are used. In every case the relative fraction f in
the vapor phase is to be identified with P in the condensed phase data.

b) Results from Perclval et al., ref. [12], froa Ito et al., ref. [27], froa
Miyake et al., ref. [28] and froa D.C. Walker, private coaaunication.

c) Results are temperature dependent, taken froa -150*C point of Miyake
et al., ref. [28], The Mu amplitude, however, is teaperature independent.

d' Temperature dependent results, taken from -100°C point of Miyake et al.,
ref. (28].

e) From early LBL and TRIUMF work, ref8. [2] and [9]. Muonlua fractions
were not determined and samples may have been iapure.
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TABLE S. Total Muon Polarizations, Charge Densities and Neutralization

Times in Molecular Vapors

Vapor

Ar

N 2

H2o
CH3OU

HjO

CH3OU

TMS

c 6 H m
TMS

<Vu

CHCt3

cc*4
CH3Ct

CH2Ct2

CHC*3

cci^
CH 2C* 2

CH3C*

Pressure (torr)

915

915

740

710

1275

1170

175

225

225

450

410

430

145

125

380

255

310

250

510

780

a)
PZe(xlO20)

1.6

2 .0

1.3

2 . 2

2.2

3 . 6

1.4

1.6

1.9

3 . 2

3 . 3

3 . 6

0.83

0.88

1.2

1.1

1.8

1.8

2 .2

2 .4

89

100

51

81

89

95

74

83

81

96

89

97

52

36

84

72

73

56

85

95

tn(ns)C>

.£0.02
~0.06

£0.12
.£0.08

-0.06
~0.04

£0.10
-0.08
~0.08
-0.04
-O.06
-0.03

£0.13
£0.16
-0.07
£0.10
-0.10
-0.12
-O.07
-O.04

a' Outer electron charge density assuming an inert gas core structure and
the Ideal gas law at 160*C.

b> Total Polarization fron table 2, Ptot-PD+PM'

c^ Estimated neutralization tine (in ns) through the charge exchange
regiae.
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TABLE 6: Approximate Total Yields from Hot Tritium Chemistry

vs. Diamagnetic Muon Fractions in Vapors

Molecule T*(Yield)a) Mu*(fn)
b>

~75 10+3

CH3OH ~50 17+2

C 6 H ^ ~«0 25±2

C 6H 1 2 "65 25±2

CH,, ~55 13±Ac)

a^ Taken from several papers, including those in ref. [23]; probably no
more accurate than +20Z.

b ) Taken primarily from table 4, this paper.

c ) From ref. [7], table 2.
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Figure captions

1. The MSR signal (Left histogram) for muonium precession in water

vapor at 1270 torr pressure, 160°C, in an 8 G magnetic field. The

ordlnate is the muon asymmetry. The solid line shown is a MINUIT

X2 fit to the data.

2. The MSR signal in CCt^ vapor at 250 torr pressure. See caption to

fig. 1.

3. The "wall signal" for muons scattered into the wall of the At

target vessel, determined from different 02/N2 mixtures, and

plotted in terms of total charge density calculated from the ideal

gas law.

4. The total polarization (PD+PJJ) f o r a variety of vapors vs. valence

electron density. The solid line is a fit to a simple aodel of u+

depolarization, as discussed in the text.

5. The effect on the residual diamagnetic signal PQ in 225 Torr TMS

upon the addition of 02. The solid line is a simple model fit to

the data, as discussed in the text. Note the value of PD at high

0 2 partial pressures relative to that in fig. 3.

6. The effect on the residual diamagnetic signal PQ in 145 torr

upon the addition of 02. See caption to fig. 5.
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